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HANS DEN HARTOG JAGER:
REVOLUTION IN THE HEAD. ABOUT THE WORK OF CHAE EUN RHEE

[...] In her latest painting, A Song for the Unseen, which premieres at EENWERK Gallery in
Amsterdam, a striking number of Chae Eun’s earlier fascinations come together, and find their
form in the many images that were knocked off their pedestal in the aftermath of the Black Lives
Matter protests – the hiding and destruction of works of art as a symbol of change. We see the girl
from The Birds, young, immature and pristine, pulled by different hands. A fallen tree – a symbol
of nature – romantic and eternal – that has succumbed to the circumstances. And a parade of
‘blind people’: in front a blindfolded boy, behind him one of the blind men from Pieter Bruegel’s
The Blind Leading the Blind, behind them a snowman without eyes plus those paper silhouette
figures who never have eyes anyway. But most prominent is a man draping a huge canvas over
reality – a canvas on a canvas, an illusion within an illusion. As if Chae Eun were wondering: is
the canvas, the painting, there to cover or rather emphasize reality? Can you erase the past – and
replace it with something new? And look, straight through the canvas runs a stream: panta rhei,
as Heraclitus says, everything flows: so, A Song for the Unseen is not only about the power of
illusion, but also, again, about faith in change.
Even revolution, perhaps.
That is exactly what draws me to Chae Eun Rhee’s work: that it expresses the deep-rooted
human desire not to resign yourself to the status quo. That we live by the grace of change, and
the uncertainty that goes with it – whether it’s to set in motion the apparent stillness in a painting
or major changes in society. That is why her work is never gloomy or apocalyptic. Chae Eun’s
paintings are ultimately about hope, the consolation of beauty and the longing for new prospects
– not for nothing do all her canvasses feature rainbows. This way, Chae Eun stimulates us to keep
moving, to keep searching for new worlds, new understandings. That always starts in the mind of
one single viewer – so that the world can follow. [...]
TEXT FRAGMENT FROM THE PUBLICATION ‘CHAE EUN RHEE’ (PUBLISHED BY EENWERK)

Chae Eun Rhee (b. 1979, Seoul) is based in Seoul, S. Korea.
She is currently (2020) a guest resident at the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam.
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